Mission

To deliver a full spectrum of high-quality public safety services to the individuals who live, work, and visit the City and County of Denver.
Mission

We will operate a police agency with a focus on preventing crime in a respectful manner demonstrating that everyone matters.
Mission

To provide safe and secure custody for those placed in our care and to perform all of our duties in a manner that is responsive to the needs of our diverse community.
The Denver Fire Department is dedicated to: providing quality, timely, and professional emergency services to those who live in, work in, and visit the City and County of Denver; respecting each other through trust, pride, diversity, integrity, and training; and working together to achieve the highest levels of preparedness, prevention, and community involvement with a dedication to purpose.
Mission

To provide leadership in developing policies and priorities that support Denver’s families, neighborhoods and businesses. The Mayor’s Office coordinates the activities of city government to ensure that services are provided in an efficient and cost-effective manner and to make Denver City government accessible to everyone.
Mission

To support Denver agencies, the community and its service providers in ensuring all children and youth have basic needs met, are ready for kindergarten and have the opportunity to succeed academically and professionally.
**Mission**

To lead the coordination of the agencies pursuing Performance Based Infrastructure (PBI) projects as outlined in the City’s PBI program and policies. To provide the City with the capacity to effectively evaluate and execute partnerships with private entities to deliver PBI projects.
Mission

To encourage and guide city officers, officials, and employees to adhere to high levels of ethical conduct so that the public will have confidence that persons in positions of public responsibility are acting for the benefit of the public.
Mission

To proactively protect human rights, build individual and organizational capacities, and strengthen connections that result in stronger relationships in the community through collaboration, capacity building, community engagement, and advocacy.
Mission

To promote accountability, effectiveness, and transparency in the Denver Police and Denver Sheriff Departments’ disciplinary processes by: monitoring investigations into citizen complaints, internal complaints, and critical incidents involving sworn personnel; making recommendations on findings and discipline; publicly reporting on patterns of complaints, findings, and discipline; making recommendations regarding potential policy issues; conducting outreach to the Denver community and stakeholders in the disciplinary process; and promoting alternative and innovative means for resolving police complaints, such as mediation.
Mission

Leading Denver’s emergency management efforts to cultivate safe, prepared, and resilient communities.
Mission
To offer unparalleled customer experience and tangible department efficiencies by implementing and coordinating a comprehensive citywide event workflow as the City’s guiding agency for special events.
Mission

To protect the public's health, safety and welfare by serving our community through business regulation.
Mission

To protect the City and County of Denver and advance its interests through the provision of efficient and effective legal services.
Mission

Mitigating climate change by advancing carbon-free strategies to reduce greenhouse gas emissions; cultivating resiliency in the face of potential climate change-related emergencies; and securing an economically, socially and environmentally sustainable city for generations to come is priority for Mayor Hancock’s administration.
Mission

DEN’s mission is to operate at the highest standards of safety and security. This mission is executed while delivering consistent, outstanding service to our customers that delights, inspires, eases the pressures of travel and offers the highest levels of service and efficiency.
Mission

To guide and promote the planning, building, and maintenance of an outstanding City and County of Denver.
Mission

Delivering today while strategically investing for tomorrow. We create, catalyze, connect, and cultivate.

**WE CREATE** consistency and stability amidst ever-changing economic tides. Our workforce support programs and neighborhood stabilization efforts help create economic resiliency for Denver.

**WE CATALYZE** an innovation ecosystem for people, business, and the Denver community. We promote innovation, invest in opportunity areas, and support small business development to help catalyze responsible growth in Denver.

**WE CONNECT** our partners and customers with opportunities now and in the future. Our efforts attract global interest, expand city partnerships, and improve small business competitiveness to help connect businesses and residents with opportunities, both global and local.

**WE CULTIVATE** and promote equity. By reducing involuntary displacement and improving job access, we cultivate responsible, equitable growth that preserves the character and vitality of Denver’s neighborhoods.
Mission

Ensure the efficient and effective delivery of City services through strong financial management and excellent customer service.
Mission

General Services strives to be agile, efficient, and effective in delivering services in an ever-evolving environment.
Mission

So that all may thrive, Arts & Venues enriches and advances Denver’s quality of life and economic vitality through premier public venues, arts, cultural and entertainment opportunities.
Mission

Empowering Denver’s communities to live better, longer.
**Mission**

Align human and financial resources to provide a comprehensive and focused approach to identify, analyze, and address complex issues across the full spectrum of housing needs including housing stability, housing opportunity, and homelessness resolution.
Mission

Denver Human Services envisions a healthy community where people are connected, supported, safe, and well. We partner with our community to protect those in harm’s way and help all people in need.
Mission

To give thoughtful consideration to all proposed legislation and budget measures, to assist residents with city-related issues and connect them with agency resources, to provide leadership and build coalitions to address neighborhood and citywide challenges, and to make decisions in accordance with the best interests of the citizens and the City and County of Denver.
Mission

To provide customer-friendly processes that are efficient and transparent, records that are easy to access, and elections that are accurate, secure, and convenient for voters.
Mission

To deliver independent, transparent, and professional oversight in order to safeguard and improve the public’s investment in the City of Denver. Our work is performed on behalf of everyone who cares about the City, including its residents, workers, and decision-makers.
Mission

The Denver District Attorney’s Office (DA) mission is to prosecute crimes professionally and competently, investigate criminal activity on behalf of the people of the State of Colorado, and seek equal justice for all in the criminal justice system. Our mission includes the prevention and deterrence of crimes, support of the well-being of victims, participation in the community, commitment to transparency and accountability, and reform of the criminal justice system to provide fair alternatives to incarceration in appropriate cases as well as fair and equal justice for all.
Mission

To administer justice fairly, efficiently, and effectively, while providing excellent customer service and a positive work environment.
Mission

To provide skilled, zealous, and ethical representation to indigent defendants accused of crimes in Denver Courts pursuant to Gideon v. Wainwright, 83 S.Ct 792 (1963). OMPD exists to protect the lives and dignity of indigent folks. OMPD ensures that Denver is known as a City where there is equal access to justice for all.
Mission

To attract, develop, and retain an engaged and high performing workforce that delivers on Denver’s vision.
Mission

To provide Career Service employees and agencies a fair, neutral, and efficient process for employee appeals, and to administer free, prompt, neutral, and confidential mediation services for employment disputes between City employees and their agencies.
Mission

To provide Denver citizens with fair, timely, and efficient access to the zoning appeals process established by the Charter and the Zoning Code of the City and County of Denver.
Mission

The Commission will adhere to the City Charter, the City’s Code of Ethics, and we will endeavor to certify the best qualified candidates for employment and promotions that represent the diversity of the community we serve. This will enable the Commission to not only meet but exceed our responsibilities to the Mayor, City Council, Denver Police, and Fire Departments, respective unions, employee organizations, and the citizens of Denver.
Mission

As stewards of Denver’s legacy, Denver Parks and Recreation is dedicated to customer service and enhancing the health of residents and the environment through innovative programs and safe, beautiful, sustainable places.
Mission

The Denver Public Library connects people with information, ideas, and experiences to provide enjoyment, enrich lives, and strengthen Denver’s community.
Mission

Denver Department of Public Works, through its employees, enhances the quality of life in Denver by efficiently delivering effective, high quality, safe, and equitable public infrastructure and services.
Mission

To improve city performance.